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Abstract

This paper highlights the roles of property models in simulation and synthesis/design of products and processes.
Property models play a service role in simulation and a service cum advice role in synthesis/design. The service
role is played by property models when, for the selected property model, the corresponding model parameters are
available. The advice role is played by property models in terms of definition of design targets and evaluation of
design feasibility. In both cases, model selection and derivative information influences accuracy and efficiency of
simulation/design results. The paper also highlights the need for alternative simulation-based synthesis/design ap-
proaches where aspects of modelling, simulation, synthesis and design are solved simultaneously. Two simultaneous
approaches—one employing a generalised modular framework to define the combined problem as an optimisation
problem, and the other employing reduction techniques and lumped variables for graphical (visual) design, are
presented. Illustrative examples highlighting the various roles and synthesis/design approaches are also presented.
© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A mathematical model representing a product or a process is a logical starting point for most calcu-
lations involving simulation/design of a product and/or process. As pointed out by Russel et al. [1], the
product/process mathematical model typically consists of three types of equations—balance equations,
constitutive equations and constraint equations—where, a set of selected property models represent the
set of constitutive equations while conditions of equilibrium are imposed through the constraint equations.
Therefore, selection of the appropriate property model(s) affects the simulation and design results. Use
of the selected property model requires, however, availability of the corresponding model parameters.

Recently, Gani and O’Connell [2], and O’Connell and Neurock [3] highlighted the roles of property
models in computer aided process/product engineering (CAPE) applications. According to Gani and
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O’Connell, the property models play three distinctive roles in CAPE applications—a service role (pro-
vides values for a specified set of properties when requested), a service plus advice role (in addition to
property values, the property models are used to advice on the feasibility of operation/design), and a
service/advice/solve role (in addition to the above, the property models contribute directly to the method
of solution). Therefore, the roles of property models need to be considered during their selection as well
as during the development of design (simulation) algorithms and solution of design/simulation problems.

Typically, properties play a service role in simulation and a service plus advice role in design. For
example, during simulation of a distillation operation, the property models provide values for fugacity
coefficients, enthalpies, etc. when requested. For design of distillation columns (operations), however,
calculated relative volatility values indicate the feasibility of separation while their derivatives with respect
to intensive variables indirectly influence the choice (determination) of the optimal condition of operation.
Most design/synthesis algorithms, however, employ a simulation-based trial and error approach where
during each trial, the performance is verified through simulation for a specified design. In this approach,
the property models are primarily employed only in the service role and the type of problems that can be
solved is limited by complexity of the property model and the species present in the system.

The objective of this paper is to highlight the use of property models in product/process simulation and
design in terms of the roles property models are expected to play and how to make the selected models
play their expected roles more efficiently. More specifically, this paper highlights the roles and needs of
property models in simulation and design from a user’s point of view. Product design, in this paper, is
considered as the synthesis/design problem that determines the specification of a product together with the
synthesis/design of the process. Therefore, combined product/process design problems start with the def-
inition of the product specification and ends with the optimal process that produces the specified product.

2. Problem definition

The roles of property models in product/process design and simulation is highlighted in this paper
through an analysis of the model equations representing the process/product. Fig. 1 illustrates the clas-
sification of the equations representing a process/product model and relationships between the different
types of model equations. The goal here is to solve an independent set of equations for unknown variables
(represented byx andy, including the intensive variables) related to specific tasks such as simulation and

Fig. 1. Classification of model equations.
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design (defined by optimisation variablespandd). Note that the property models (represented byg1(x,y))
are usually associated with a set of model parameters that must be specified before property values can
be estimated.

In simulation problems, the intensive variables belong to the set (dimensionN) of unknown variables
corresponding to the independent set (dimensionN) of equations represented by the balance and constraint
equations. The property values, calculated for known estimates of the intensive variables are dependent
variables and indirectly contribute to the solution. That is, their values at the converged solution satisfy
the conservation principles (balance equations). If the method of solution uses derivative information
in order to update the estimates of the intensive variables, the property models must also provide the
corresponding derivative information.

A typical design (optimisation) problem formulation is given by the following equation:

minimiseFobj(x, y) (1)

subject to

dx

dt
= f (x, y, p, d, t) = 0 (balance equations)

g1(x, y) = 0 (constitutive equations)

g2(x, y, p, d)= 0 (constraint equations)

g3(θ) ≤ 0 (feasibility(design) constraints)

g4(x, y) ≥ 0 (specification(design) constraints)

wherex represents the vector of intensive (real) variables,y the vector of integer variables,p the vector
of specified design (optimisation) variables,d the vector of specified input (optimisation) variables and
θ the vector of constitutive (property) variables. The inequalities in constraintsg3 andg4 may also be
written as greater than as well as less than.

In process design [5], it is quite common to apply the simultaneous generation and test approach to
determine an optimal design. In this case, a sub-set of the specified variables are designated as optimisation
variables, the performance criteria defines the objective function and the process model equations (balance
and constraint) are designated as equality constraints. The feasibility of the design alternatives is evaluated
through a set of additional constraints defined by the constitutive variables (property values). Here, the
simulation problem involving the solution of the process model and within it, the property models, is
formulated as theforwardproblem. That is, given all input variables (p,d, and property model parameters),
determine the unknownx,yandθ . In sequential generation and test approaches, the screening (testing) step
for evaluation of feasible alternatives during the determination of optimal design, aforward simulation
problem is also solved for different sets of specified variables (generated alternatives). In both cases,
difficulties arise when the selected property model cannot be coupled to the process model, for example
due to complexity of the property model.

Consider now a decomposed generate and test approach. Here, a feasible process/product design
alternative is generated when values of a sub-set of intensive variables (including species identity) are
determined in order to match a desired range of property values. In this case, only the constitutive equations
need to be solved, i.e. one solves thereverseof the property estimation problem. In order to determine
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the desired range (or target) of property values, it may be possible under certain conditions, to solve
the reversesimulation problem. Here, for givenp, d and somex andy, the process model (without the
constitutive equations) is re-formulated to obtainM equations for theM unknownproperties (a sub-set of
θ ). For most retrofit design problems,p, d and somex andy are usually known. Also, this type of solution
approach is quite suitable for product design [4] and, since the property model is decoupled from the
process model, the optimisation problem involving all the other equations (exceptg1(x,y)) is quite easy
and simple to solve.

In this paper, we introduce two variations of the decomposed generation and test approach where in
addition to simulation and design, modelling issues are also solved simultaneously. In the first approach,
the use of a modelling framework to simultaneously simulate, configure and design separation operations
involving heat and mass exchange [6,7] is highlighted. In this case, the modelling framework depends on
the introduction of additional property-based feasibility constraint functions. In the second approach, a
re-formulation of the model equations in terms of a set oflumpedvariables is made. The consequence is a
reduced set of model (balance) equations where the composition specific terms are replaced by the lumped
variables. This leads to a so-calledcompound(composition) free basisfor process/product design [8].

3. Property models in process simulation

Property models play a service role in process simulation because values of each constitutive variable
present in the balance and constraint equations need to beknownduring the solution of these equations.
From a simulation user’s point of view, a property model that satisfies only the particular needs of
the process/product that is being simulated, is necessary. That is, the selected property model should
be qualitatively correct and quantitatively accurate only for the specific mixture handled in the process.
Theoretically, a simulator developer would need to supply an infinite number of property models to satisfy
the needs of a large number of users wanting to simulate a large number of different processes. Instead,
the simulator developer provides a set of general-purpose property models with as large an application
range as possible. In this respect, the property model developer contributes by providing models of large
application range. Note that there is a contradiction with respect to the objectives of simulator users and
simulator (and property model) developers since the former needs system specific models while the later
only provides general-purpose models. One way to reconcile this contradiction is to provide a parameter
estimation feature so that the general-purpose model can be converted to a system specific one through
a re-estimation orfine tuningof only the needed parameters. Although simulator developers provide a
parameter estimation feature, users often neglect to use it.

In this paper, we consider two examples where the service role of the property model is illustrated
through the use of the property model parameters. Here we assume that an appropriate property model has
been selected and it is necessary to adapt it for a specific (system) application. Dohrn [9] has addressed the
issue of property model selection with illustrative examples highlighting the consequence of inappropriate
property model selection.

When property models play their expected service role, the model parameters may, in some cases, be
used outside their expected application range. Consider the simulation of a reverse extractive distillation
process [10] shown in Fig. 2, where, the UNIFAC model has been selected as the property model for the
liquid phase activity coefficients and the ideal gas law for the vapour phase fugacities. The feed mixture
consists of an aqueous mixture of alcohols and the objective is to separate the lighter alcohols (methanol,
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Fig. 2. Flowsheet for reverse extractive distillation process.

ethanol andi-propanol) from the heavier alcohols and water. Methanol acts as a solvent for ethanol
andi-propanol. For the selected UNIFAC model, two sets of parameters, TDEP-1 and TDEP-2 [11] has
been used. Except for the binary pair of water—i-propanol, the predicted phase equilibrium behaviour
can hardly be distinguished. Simulation with TDEP-1, however, converges for purge fraction set to zero
while with TDEP-2, it does not. The reason is that with TDEP-2, the bottom product contains appre-
ciable amounts ofi-propanol, which gets trapped in the re-cycle loop. The difference in binary mixture
phase behaviour appears to be amplified in the multi-component mixture and without a comparison of
multi-component phase equilibrium data it is not possible to state which prediction is correct. However,
if the predictions with TDEP-2 are correct, a stable operation of the process is only possible by adding
a purge stream and column C-4 may not be necessary. Clearly, a system specific model withfine-tuned
parameters would be desirable for this problem.

In the second example, we consider the case of unavailable parameters for a selected property model.
Obviously, without the parameter values, the selected property model cannot play its expected role. The
question we address here is how to solve this problem when only limited data is available? Takano et al. [12]
performed a sensitivity analysis to identify the most sensitive parameters and proposed only to estimate
these to match the available experimental data. Using such an approach, Takano et al. were able to achieve
a very large reduction of the size of the parameter estimation problem. Also, they were able to predict
qualitatively correct phase equilibrium behaviour. In this paper, we show the extension of this approach
to the prediction of solubilities of large complex multi-functional molecules. We use the linear UNIFAC
model [13] as the selected property model. Clearly, for the solutes listed in Table 1, the UNIFAC groups are
unable to represent them adequately. Experimental data of solubility of the solutes in water was found (see
Table 1). A sensitivity analysis of the UNIFAC group parameters indicated that the group interaction be-
tween H2O and C=O was the most sensitive pair for all solutes. Only estimating this pair, using the available
parameter values for all other interaction pairs and ignoring the remaining interaction pairs, a reasonably
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Table 1
Solubilities (mol/mol) at 298.15 K of various solutes in water

Solute Experimental
solubility

Calculated solubility with UNIFAC

Before parameter
estimation

After parameter
estimation

Dexamethasone 4.66E−06 7.50E−08 1.36E−06
Prednisolone 1.18E−05 2.66E−08 7.06E−06
Prednisolone acetate 7.60E−07 1.54E−09 4.08E−07
Triamcinolone diacetate 1.35E−06 5.46E−09 1.45E−06
Triamcinolone acetonide 8.91E−07 9.74E−11 2.59E−08
Triamcinolone 3.73E−06 1.04E−07 2.76E−06
Dexamethasone acetate 2.25E−07 8.60E−09 2.28E−07

Estimated interaction parameter values (temperature dependent term ignored) C=O–H2O: 670.671,
H2O–C=O: 70.5314

good fit of the experimental data was possible (see Table 1). The same procedure was also successfully
applied for estimating the solubility of a solute in different solvents [14]. Here, a system specific model is
created but the new model parameters should only be used for systems representing the experimental data.

Finally, availability of derivatives of constitutive variables with respect to the intensive variables is
very important inforward simulation problems, in general and equation-oriented solution approaches,
in particular. Discontinuities in first derivatives or computationally expensive calculations can make an
otherwise accurate property model very inefficient or unusable. For example, while the DISQUAC activity
coefficient model [15] and the SAFT equation of state [16] may be the best for property values when
parameters are available, difficulties in obtaining derivatives often limit their use in process simulation.
Also, process optimisation may require second (and even third) derivatives of the properties with respect
to the intensive variables as numerical solution techniques may use first derivative ofFobj and second
derivatives off, g1, g2, g3 andg4 constraints (see Eq. (1)). In this case, the decomposed generate and test
approach would be an advantage because in thereversesimulation problem, the complex property models
are not used while in thereverseproperty estimation problem, simple search techniques that only require
the evaluation of properties and not their derivatives are usually sufficient (see Section 5.2 for more details).

4. Property models in design

Use of property models in design calculations is a routine activity. An example in design of sepa-
ration processes where the property model(s) play an important advice role in addition to the service
role is highlighted here. While for the service role, system specific property models are needed, for
the advice role, property models of large application range is desirable. As an example, consider the
design of a solvent-based separation scheme. In the generation of a list of solvent candidates and a corre-
sponding list of process flowsheets, property models of large application range are very desirable. Here,
prediction of qualitatively correct behaviour is more important than quantitative accuracy. During the
screening/evaluation of the generated alternatives, the same property models may be used, although a
more accurate mixture (system) specific property model would be desirable. The challenge here is to
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provide two versions of the same model without any numerical discontinuity in the estimated property
values.

The advice role of the property model is now illustrated through a solvent-based separation scheme
where aspects of product and process design are highlighted. In this example, product design is associated
with definition of design targets while combined product/process design is associated with finding the
optimal process that can produce the specified product. In order to generate a list of feasible solvent candi-
dates, it is necessary to identify a set of properties and their desired target values. For illustrative purposes,
consider only solubility as the most important property for solvent selection. The solute, however, is a
large, complex, multi-functional compound (see Table 1) and a suitable property model for solubility es-
timation is not available in most commercial simulators. Therefore, how can we identify suitable solvents
when accurate estimates of solubility cannot be made? A simple technique where qualitatively correct
property (estimated) values are used to identify design targets is proposed as a first (generation) step. In
the second (test) step, system specific models are used (see Section 3) to estimate quantitatively more
accurate property values.

We first identify the maximum solubility of the solute as a function of solubility parameters of a
pre-selected set of candidate solvents (as shown in Fig. 3). The solubility data for this plot may be a
combination of experimental data (if available) and predicted values (if they are qualitatively correct).
The purpose here is not to obtain an estimate of the solubility but to identify the target solubility parameter
value. Therefore, independent of the accuracy of the solubility values, the location of the maximum and the
bounds on the design target (solubility parameter) of potentially good solvents can be easily established
with reasonable accuracy since the solubility parameter values of solvents are retrieved from a database.
In the next step, we find new solvent candidates that match the specified solubility parameter target values

Fig. 3. Plot of solute solubility as a function of solvent solubility parameter.
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Table 2
Identified solvent candidates for complex solutes

Solute Solvent candidates Solvent solubility
parameter (J/cm3)1/2

Testosterone propionate 3-Methyl-2-butanol 21.61
2-Hexanol 21.11
1-Heptanol 21.37

Carbazole Acetaldehyde 19.91
Ethylene glycol diacetate 20.53
N,N-dimethylacetamide 22.35

Norethindrone acetate Acetone 19.73
Ethyl acetoacetate 19.84
Acetaldehyde 19.91
N,N-dimethylacetamide 22.35

by solving areverseproperty estimation problem. Note that this technique incorporates the well-known
practice of finding solvents with solubility parameter values close to that of the solute. Here, location of
the maximum solubility also provides a good indication of the solute solubility parameter value, which
for the case of the large, complex molecules are usually not available. Abildskov et al. [17] and Vinson
et al. [18] successfully applied this technique to identify solvents for solutes where no suitable property
model for accurate estimations of solubility was available. Table 2 gives a short list of solutes for which
solvents have been found through this simple technique.

5. Simultaneous solution approach

The main objectives of the simultaneous solution approach is to solve two or more problems simulta-
neously or to reduce the dimension of the model equations such that the process/product model equations
can be re-formulated to obtain a visual (graphical) design. Both approaches allow simulation, synthe-
sis and design to be performed simultaneously. In the first approach, the problem is posed as a mixed
integer non-linear programming (MINLP) optimisation problem (see Eq. (1)). In the second approach,
a graphical technique is used when the reduction results in only two or three lumped variables. The
results of the MINLP approach can be visualised in terms of arrangement of a network of heat and mass
exchange modules, providing for example, the configuration of a distillation column, the conditions of
operation and the profiles of the intensive variables within the configured unit operation. The results of
the graphical approach can be tabulated and used as initial estimates for rigorous calculation procedures.
In this paper, we present only the main ideas and the role of the property models through illustrative
examples.

5.1. Operations with mass and heat exchange

This simultaneous solution approach is based on the generalised modular representation framework
method (GMRF) proposed by Papalexandri and Pistikopoulos [6]. It overcomes the limitation that syn-
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thesis approaches need to be governed by an assignment of processing tasks to processing equipment
by employing fundamental mass/heat transfer principles. Within this framework, a process operation
building block is regarded as sets of mass and heat exchangers between two defined streams, which are
denoted as rich or lean. In the lean stream, the concentration of the compound of interest increases during
the operation while in the rich stream the concentration of the compound of interest decreases.

5.1.1. The methodology
The main ideas behind this methodology are explained through a distillation column (equilibrium or not)

that separates, for example, a binary mixture AB (assuming A to be more volatile than B) into two products
A(B) and B(A), involves mass and heat transfer between the liquid and vapour mixtures, LA(B) → VA(B)

and V(A)B → L(A)B, due to differences in volatility and not due to consumption and/or generation. In this
case, the representation of a binary distillation column can be realised with two liquid–vapour mass/heat
exchanger modules and two pure heat exchanger modules (acting as condenser at the top of the column
and as re-boiler at the bottom of the column). The reflux streams are represented as by-pass streams
from the splitter (after the pure heat exchanger modules) into the mixers prior to the mass/heat exchanger
modules.

The first mass/heat exchanger module represents the column below the feed stage where the liquid
stream is enriched in B, which is transferred from therich in B vapour stream, V(A)B to the lean in B
liquid stream, L(A)B. Similarly, A is transferred from therich in A liquid to the lean in A vapour. The
second mass/heat module, represents the column above the feed stage where A is transferred from the
rich in A liquid stream to thelean in A vapour stream, thereby enriching the vapour stream in A in the
upper part of the column. Additionally, interconnecting by-pass streams are necessary between the two
modules connecting (i) the outlet of the vapour of the lower module to the inlet of the vapour of the upper
module, (ii) the outlet of the liquid of the upper module to the inlet of the liquid of the lower module, and
(iii) from and to the pure heat exchanger modules.

5.1.2. Problem formulation
The mass/heat modules may be joined together into a network representing, for example, a distillation

column in the same way as functional groups are joined to form a chemically feasible molecule. Two
sets of feasibility criteria orcombination rulesare needed to establish a feasible network of mass/heat
modules—a set of feasibility constraints related to the streams connecting the modules and a set of driving
force constraints related to the mass/heat transfer within the modules. The stream feasibility constraints
verify the phase identity while the driving force feasibility constraints verify the match between co-existing
phases. Fig. 4 illustrates the problem formulation for simultaneous modelling, synthesis and design. At
the optimal solution, one obtains the process model (represented by a set of equality constraints), the
configuration of the operations as well as the design of the operations.

A detailed mathematical representation of the MINLP optimisation problem including the full list of
constraint functions can be obtained from the authors. Two examples of feasibility constraints highlighting
the role of property models are given in the following sections.

5.1.3. Stream feasibility constraints
The phase defining constraints are imposed so that these streams do not violate their expected ther-

modynamic properties. For liquid phase streams at a given composition and pressure, their conditions
are constrained by their bubble point (i.e. the stream temperature must be equal or lower than that of the
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Fig. 4. Problem formulation with GMRF.

bubble point temperature). That is, Eq. (2) must be satisfied for all liquid streams:
C∑

j=1

y∗
j ≤ 1 (2)

where

y∗
j =

γ L
j PsatLj

φV
j P

xL
j (3)

C∑
j=1

xL
j = 1 (4)

PsatLj
= Psatj (T ) (5)

γ L
j = γj (x

L
j , T , P ) (6)

φV
j = φj (y

∗
j , T , P ) (7)

In these constraints, selecting property models with different levels of complexity provides different levels
of problem simplifications. For example, for ideal vapour and liquid phases,φL

j = 1 andφV
j = 1 and,

therefore, the liquid phase defining constraint is reduced to the following relation:

LB ≤
C∑
j

Psatj (T
L)

P L
xL

j ≤ 1 (liquid phase) (8)

where LB is a lower bound imposed on these constraints and prohibits the system from high levels of
superheating and/or supercooling (a nominal value of 0.8 is recommended). Since the rigorous solution
may be difficult to obtain, it is better to use simpler models to generate initial estimates for the more
complex models.
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5.1.4. Driving force feasibility constraints
In the mass/heat exchanger module, the mass transfer is due to the difference of compositions of the

participating streams. This occurs when the two streams are not at equilibrium and when reactions are
possible. To ensure feasible mass transfer, driving force constraints that are dependent on the phase of
the streams and on the phenomena that is taking place (separation due to volatility difference or chemical
reaction), have to be imposed in a module. The driving force feasibility constraints for liquid–vapour
match with no reaction are as follows:

G1jG2j ≥ 0 (9)

G1jG3j ≥ 0 (10)

where

G1j = Finxin,j − Foutxout,j (11)

G2j = γ L
out,j x

L
out,jPsatLout,j

− xV
in,jPtot (12)

G3j = γ L
in,j x

L
in,jPsatLin,j

− xV
out,jPtot (13)

It must be noted that for multi-component mixtures, a compound is usually transferred from the liquid to
the vapour phase and vice versa in different parts of a distillation column. It is, therefore, expected that
the termsG1j , G2j andG3j should be changing their signs accordingly. Qualitatively,G1j denotes the
transfer direction (≥0: from liquid to vapour,≤0: from vapour to liquid) whileG2j andG3j denote the
distance from the equilibrium.

5.1.5. Illustrative example
The solution of a reactive distillation modelling, simulation and design problem is illustrated in Fig. 5.

The structure features four mass/heat transfer modules and two pure heat exchanger modules, in a config-
uration representing a reactive separation column. The reactive section is made up of two modules (shaded
in Fig. 4), featuring a total of 3013 kg, whereby 197 mol/s of MTBE is generated. The pure separation
module at the bottom of the unit separates the MTBE from the unreacted methanol, which is driven back
into the reactive zone. Here MTBE is transferred to the liquid phase, and methanol to the vapour phase.
In the pure separation module at the top of the unit, the inertn-butene is transferred to the vapour phase
to give puren-butene distillate. The full mathematical model together with problem formulation details
related to this case study can be obtained from the authors.

5.2. Compound (composition) free basis for design

The objective here is to first determine an optimal design based onlumpedvariables and then to
determine the process or product that matches the target values of the lumped variables. This is feasible
if a property can be represented as functions of lumped variables, for example, terms represented by
composition dependent mixing rules. The lumped variables can then be used (in the first step) to define
design targets and/or to perform simulation with a reduced model. Here, areversesimulation problem
is solved with the lumped variables as the unknown variables and the process (reduced) model may or
may not be included in the property models. In the second step, thereverseproperty estimation problem
is solved to determine, for example, the species identities that match the target values of the lumped
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Fig. 5. Visualisation of the optimal reactive distillation design.

variables from the first step (typical product design problem). In the first step, calculations are done on
a composition free basis while in the second step, composition dependent properties may be used. Two
problem formulations are presented here with illustrative examples.

5.2.1. Reduced model-based composition free design
Consider a multi-component mixture of hexane, methyl-cyclohexane, heptane and octane that is to

be separated in a distillation column into two products with hexane in the top of the column and
methyl-cyclohexane, heptane and octane in the bottom of the column. Well-known graphical techniques
can be used by identifying hexane and methyl-cyclohexane as the key compounds and then using a binary
mixture of hexane and methyl-cyclohexane as the basis for design. Consider, however, the following
alternative where a phase diagram of binary lumped variables is used (graphically) to perform the de-
sign calculations. The calculation steps needed to generate a phase diagram of lumped variables are the
following:

1. Determine the eigenvalues of the process model represented by the balance and constraint equations
(a PT-flash model may be used here) and identify the number of dominant eigenvalues. Note that
two dominant eigenvalues are usually found for systems where the binary interaction coefficients
for the EOS (equation of state) describing the system can be neglected. For all other systems, there
may be more than two dominant eigenvalues and some loss of accuracy may result if only two are
selected.

The answer is 2 forT = 375 K,P = 1 atm and a feed mixture with mole fractions of 0.5, 0.2, 0.2,
0.1 ordered in terms of boiling points of the four compounds.

2. Apply the reduction algorithm [19] and estimate the lumped variables for each phase and at dif-
ferent temperatures withP = 1 atm. The number of lumped variables is equal to the number of
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Fig. 6. Phase diagram for a multi-component mixture in two-dimension.

dominant eigenvalues, although, a value higher than 3 is not recommended. In the case of two
dominant eigenvalues, the natural lumped variables area and b of the EOS used to describe the
system.

A table ofaL
j , bL

j , aV
j , bV

j (for j = 1, NT) is obtained, where NT is the total number of data points,
aL

j andaV
j are thea-parameter andbL

j andbV
j are theb-parameter for a cubic equation of state (e.g.

SRK EOS), respectively.
3. Ploty1j versusx1j or bL

j versusbV
j (temperature versus lumped variables may also be plotted).

Fig. 6 shows plots ofbL
j versusbV

j and temperature versusbL
j versusbV

j . It is clear that methods valid
for binary distillation can now be employed on these plots. For a top product (bL

j = 1.483) and a bottom
product (bV

j = 1.756), 10 trays are needed (the plots need to be magnified in order to perform the graphical
calculations or any standard binary column design program can be used).

Note that the distillation design made with the phase diagrams in Fig. 6 is on a compound (composi-
tion) free basis. The results are converted into plate temperatures, compositions and equilibrium constants
only when needed and used as initial estimates in a more rigorous calculation. The compoundT-values
can be calculated as a function of the lumped variables [20] when needed. This means that if the cal-
culatedT-values from the reduced model are used in future composition-based steady state simulations,
a linear system of equations are obtained with only the compound flowrates as the unknown variables
[21].
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Hendriks [22] has given the conditions under which property models may be reduced for the algo-
rithm mentioned earlier. In principle, any property model can be reduced to this form through a first
order Taylor-series expansion (as shown) for propertyθ i , where superscript ‘0’ indicates a reference
value:

θi = θ0
i +

∑
j

�xj

(
∂θi

∂xj

)
(14)

Since problem specific models are, by definition, valid for a specified range, in many cases, property
models may be reduced to the previous form in order to perform compound (composition) free calculations
or reduction of dimension for visualisation.

5.2.2. Retrofit composition free design
In this example, the use of lumped variables (obtained from model analysis) is illustrated for the

decomposed generate and test approach and for performing simultaneous modelling and design. In
particular, use of thereversesimulation problem to identify the target design values and thereverse
property estimation problem to identify the species are highlighted with respect to retrofit distillation
design. In this case of distillation, driving force defined is the difference in phase compositions of a
key compound, k of the two co-existing phases [23], can be used for design in theforward problem
formulation. The maximum of this driving force,FD|max, could be used as a lumped variable for de-
sign of distillation columns with thereverseproblem formulation. Identification ofFD|max as a lumped
variable comes from an analysis of a simple model for a distillation column (with one feed and two
products) represented as a function of number of stages, feed stage location, minimum reflux ratio,
top and bottom product specifications and relative volatility (as in the Fenske–Underwood–Gilliland
method [24]). It appears thatFD|max has a distinct relation to relative volatility and a correspond-
ing set of design variables consisting of minimum reflux ratio, feed stage location, number of stages
and product specifications. Fig. 7a and b show plots ofFD|max versus number of stages for a given
product specification andFD|max versus relative volatility, respectively. Details on how to com-
pute the minimum reflux and feed stage location fromFD|max are given by Gani and Bek-Pedersen
[23].

Consider now the following—a distillation column withNP stages, with feed stage location atNf is
available to separate a binary (or multi-component) mixture into two products of specified composition.
The problem is to identify the mixture and the design of the operation (for example, reflux ratio) where
the column can be used to perform the separation. Using Fig. 7a and b (graphical modelling and design for
thereversesimulation step), this problem can be very easily solved without practically any calculations.
From the given value ofNP, use plots similar to those of Fig. 7a to identify the target value forFD|max

and then use Fig. 7b to identify the corresponding target value for relative volatility. From these values,
design of the operation matching the specified separation can also be obtained graphically [23]. Now
the reverseproperty estimation problem is formulated and solved to identify the set of binary mixtures
(or a binary pair in multi-component mixtures) that match the target relative volatility value. Here any
property model, even a database, can be used to identify the mixtures. Note that the solution provides
the mixture to be separated together with the near optimal design (with respect to energy) without any
rigorous calculations. This example also serves to highlight the combined service and advice role of
property models.
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Fig. 7. (a)FD|max as a function of number of stages (NP) for fixed product specifications (X) andRR = CRR,min. (b) Plot of
maximum driving force (FD|max) as a function of relative volatility.

6. Conclusions

In order to play their expected service and advice roles, in addition to selection of the property mod-
els, availability of model parameters and derivative information has been identified as issues that model
users as well as model developers need to consider. For the service role, it appears that the property
models only need parameters for the specific mixture (system) and therefore, generation of system spe-
cific models may be advantageous. For the advice role, on the other hand, a property model of wide
application range is desirable. This creates a difficulty since for combined product/process design prob-
lems, the property models need to play both a service role and an advice role. One way to address
this difficulty is to locally convert the property model used for design (advice) to a system specific one
for simulation/validation (service). Combined solution approaches where aspects of modelling, simula-
tion, synthesis and design are solved simultaneously throughreversesimulation and property estimation
problems, have also been highlighted. Here, the property model helps to verify the feasibility of de-
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sign as well as to reduce the dimension of the problem so that well-known simple graphical techniques
may be applied. Finally, by understanding the roles property models play in product and process de-
sign, they cannot only be used efficiently, but also new modelling, simulation and design techniques
can be developed. Such techniques will probably be more suitable for future product and process design
problems.

List of symbols
aL

i a-parameter in an equation of state, for data pointi and liquid phase
aV

i a-parameter in an equation of state, for data pointi and vapour phase
bL

i b-parameter in an equation of state, for data pointi and liquid phase
bV

i b-parameter in an equation of state, for data pointi and vapour phase
d vector of specified (input) variables
FD|max maximum driving force as a function of composition
Fin total flow rate of inlet stream
Fout total flow rate of outlet stream
p vector of specified (design) variables
P pressure
Psatj saturated vapour pressure of compoundj
RR reflux ratio
RR,min minimum reflux ratio
t independent variable (for example, time)
T temperature
x vector of intensive variables
x vector of compositions
xL

j mole fraction of compoundj in liquid phase
y vector of integer variables
y∗

j equilibrium mole fraction of compoundj in vapour phase

Greek letters
α relative volatility
γ j activity coefficient of compoundj
φj fugacity coefficient of compoundj
θ vector of properties

Subscripts
i propertyi or data pointi
in inlet stream
j compoundj
out outlet stream
tot total

Superscripts
L liquid phase
V vapour phase
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1 compound 1
∗ corresponds to the equilibrium state
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